
Astronomical Associations 

Wiltshire Words 

From (Wiltshire Words: A Glossary of Words used in the County of Wiltshire compiled by 

G. E. Dartnell and Rev. E. H. Goddard, 1894, 1991) 

Bloom - Of the Sun, to shine scorchingly; to throw out heat as a fire. ‘How the Sun do bloom 

out atween the clouds.’ (page 13) 

Dick and his team - The name for the Great Bear (Ursa Major). ‘I know the North Star; there 

it is … and the Great Bear; the men call it Dick and his team.’ (Green Ferne Farm ch. vi) 

(pages 43, 490) 

Dimmets - Dusk, twilight. (page 44) 

Gravel Path - The Milky Way (page 69) 

Jack and his team - Alternative name for The Great Bear (pages 85, 196, 499) 

Messenger - A sunbeam reaching down to the horizon from behind a cloud is sometimes said 

to be the sun ‘sending out a messenger.’ (page 107) 

-------------------------------------------- 

Humourous West Countrie Tales (by Edward Slow, nd. 19th century) 

“The Comick” (p. 96). 

‘Wen Poll Down lived deary maid wie fiather, a girt big comet wur expected ta be zeed in tha 

heavens. We tould her about it, and axed her, if she zeed an vust, ta let ess knaw. Zoo one 

Zundy nite atter chirch, she com runnin in, ael out a breath,, a bawlin out, “Measter, tha 

comick, tha comick, I’ve a zeed un.” “What’s a zeed,” zed fiather, volleren on her ta that 

vront dooer, “Ther, look ee,” zays she, pwintin up ta tha sky, “There ee be,” an zure enuff, 

ther war tha comick, as Poll caal’d un, wie his girt long tail, blazin away a good un.’ 

(Wiltshire is not specifically identified as the origin of this, and could well be from one of the 

other west country counties.) 

Myths and Legends 

Moonraker County: Wiltshire Guide by Lornie Leete-Hodge (1982) p. 9. 

One of the legends with an astronomical connection is that of the origin of the nickname of 

Moonraker to Wiltonians. 

‘Some Wiltshire smugglers were carrying illicit brandy when they were surprised by the 

Excisemen. Quickly, they pushed the barrels into a pond and began raking with long rakes. 

Laughingly the Excisemen wanted to know what they were doing. “Raking up the cheese,” 

replied the Moonrakers, pointing to the Moon’s reflection in the water, and amused (and 

taken in) at their imagined stupidity, the Excisemen went their way, leaving the Moonrakers 

to fish out their brandy in peace.” 

BAA Connections 

(At present I am engaged in identifying the members of the BAA from 1890 to the present. 

The following statistics etc. are provisional at present. It should also be noted that the county 

affiliation is taken from the county in which they were resident at the time of joining, not 

necessarily the county of birth (for many this was not) and of course many will have moved 

elsewhere subsequently.) 

Of the nearly 500 foundation members of the BAA three were resident in Wiltshire. 

From 1890 until as of now (19/07/2012) Wiltshire lies in 30th position of the statistical table 

with 222 members who were resident at the time of joining. 



Newspaper References 

This section is intended to identify any references to astronomical subjects that appeared in 

the various papers of the county. By its very nature it will take a long time to complete. 

Other Worlds than our Own: (Evening Advertiser, Swindon). 

Series of articles written by G. E. Hobbs in 1920. These are at present being transcribed by 

myself and a copy will be deposited in the SHA archives. 

 


